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We show that the a/x-conjecture of Masser and Oesterli implies that there are 
infinitely many primes for which 2P r f 1 (mod p’). More precisely, we show that 
there are at least O(log X) such primes less than A’. We also prove an analogous 
result for points of infinite order on elliptic curves having j-invariant 0 or 1728. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In 1909 Wieferich [9] proved that if a prime p satisfies 
2pm’ $ 1 (mod p’), (1) 
then the first case of Fermat’s last theorem is true. This was subsequently 
generalized by a number of authors, allowing 2 to be replaced by any 
prime up to 89. (See [3].) Although it is now known that the only primes 
p 6 3 x lo9 not satisfying (1) are 1093 and 3511 [S], it is still not known 
that there are infinitely many primes for which (1) is true. (A brief 
historical survey is given [6, VIII, Sect. 3.1 See also [4].) 
We will use the following conjecture of Masser and Oesterle to study the 
set of primes satisfying Wieferich’s criterion (1 ). 
Conjecture ubc (Masser and Oesterle). Let a, h, c E L be relatively 
prime integers satisfying u + h + c = 0. Then for every E > 0, 
(As indicated, the 4 constant depends only on E, independent of a, h, C. 
The product is over all rational primes dividing abc.) 
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It is well known that the &-conjecture implies Fermat’s last theorem for 
all sufftciently large exponents. (If .Y’ + ~1” = z”, just take a = x”, h = y”, and 
c = -z”. Then 
I +c 
maxi I-y/, 1.4, I=I)“@ 4 max{ 1x(, 1~1, 121 l’+“.) 
However, it is perhaps not as clear that the &-conjecture says something 
about the primes satisfying a condition such as (1). We will prove the 
following. 
THEOREM 1. RX CI E Q *, tl # + 1. If the abc-conjecture is true, then 
l{p6X:ap- ’ f 1 (mod $))I 9 log(X) as X+ccl. 
I 
This may be compared with the result of Granville [2], who shows that 
a conjecture of Mollin and Walsh concerning triples of powerful numbers 
implies the existence of infinitely many primes satisfying (1). It is not 
known whether the abc-conjecture implies the conjecture of Mollin and 
Walsh. 
Theorem 1 is really a statement about the multiplicative group G, and 
the order of an element c( E G,(Q) = Q* when reduced modulo p and p*. 
We now consider the analogous situation for more general groups. Let 
A/Q be a commutative algebraic group, and let PEA(Q) be a point of 
infinite order. For all but finitely many rational primes p, we can reduce A 
modulo p and p’. (Formally, let .0//Z be a scheme with generic fiber A/Q. 
Then there is an open subset U c Spec(Z) such that .vZ is a group scheme 
over U. Further, if &‘/Z is another model for A/Q, and U’ the 
corresponding open set, then U n U’ contains all but finitely many primes.) 
If we let 
N, = IA(Z/PZ 11, then N,, P = O(mod p). 
Now the question is whether N,Ps 0 (mod p2)? 
DEFINITION. Let A/Q be a commutative algebraic group, and let 
P E A(Q) be a point of infinite order. For each prime p, let N,, = IA(Z/pZ)I. 
A set of Wicferich primes for A and P is a set of the form 
W,,,= {p: N,P f  0 (mod p’)). 
Note that although W,,, depends on a choice of model for A over Z, any 
two such sets differ by finitely many elements. 
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Thus we may rephrase Theorem 1 as follows: if the &-conjecture is 
true, then 
We will prove a similar result for certain elliptic curves. 
THEOREM 2. Let E/Q be an elliptic curve with ,j-invariant 0 or 1728, und 
let PEE(Q) be a point of infinite order. If the abc-conjecture is true, then 
I{PE w,..: pdX}/ ,~pJm as X+03. 
Of course, it is likely that the estimates given in Theorems 1 and 2 are far 
from the truth. In fact, one would surely expect that W,4,, should have 
density 1. (I know of no examples for which it is even known that the 
complement is infinite.) However, considering that we know neither that 
W Q,,Z is infinite, nor that its complement is infinite, the available evidence 
precludes making any precise conjectures. 
1. THE MULTIPLICATIVE GROUP 
In this section we will prove Theorem 1. We set the following notation. 
LY x=u/b~Q*,cc# fl,gcd(a,h)=l. 
cp Euler totient function. 
@,,( S, T) Homogenized nth cyclotomic polynomial. 
W,(X) {pbX:xPm ’ + 1 (modp’)]. 
nzP Smallest integer rn 3 1 such that CC” = 1 (mod p). 
We define the power$A part of an integer .Y to be the largest powerful 
integer dividing X. We denote the powerful part of .Y by K(X). In other 
words, 
ti(x) = n p&(i.J. 
Wd,,( Y, 3 2 
To ease notation. we write 
a” - 6” = u,,v,, with v,, = ~(a” -b”); 
@jn(ar b) = u,, v,, with V, = ti(@,Ja, 6)). 
Our goal is to estimate the size of W,(X). We make two simplifications. 
First, since W,(X) = W,,,(X), we may assume that Ial 2 lb]. Second, since 
W,(X)u (2) = w-,u {2}, we may assume that a > b > 0. 
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LEMMA 3. [f p J abn and p 1 U,, then 
mp=n and CX~‘~’ $ 1 (mod p’). 
Proof: Since pi U,,, we have CC’ = 1 (mod p). Further, since p 1 n, the 
polynomial S” - T” is separable modulo p. Hence @Ja, 6) f 0 (mod p) for 
all proper divisors d of n, so tl has exact order n modulo p. This proves that 
m, = n. 
Next, since ord,( U,) = 1, we have cl” f 1 (mod p’). Thus we can write 
CC = 1 + up for some p-adic unit u E Q. Now raise to the (p - 1 )/n power 
(note that n = mp divides p - 1): 
cc”-‘=(l+up)~p~“‘n~l+up(p-l)/n + 1 (modp’). 
Lemma 3 says that most primes dividing U, satisfy Wieferich’s criterion. 
This allows us to give the following estimate for the size of W,(X). 
LEMMA 4. 
IW,(X)l3 l(n<log,X: IU,, >abn}l. 
Proof: Let n satisfy I U,( > abn. (Note the strict inequality.) Since U, is 
square-free, this means that we can choose a prime pn dividing U, which is 
relatively prime to abn. From Lemma 3, we have 
rn,” = n and upnp’ + 1 (mod pt). 
Further, if n <log,(X), then p,, < ) U,( <a’ ,< X; so pn E W,(X). Hence 
W,(X) 2 (p,: n <log,(X), IU,, > abn}. (3) 
Finally we note that if p, = p,,, then 
n=m Pn = pp, = n’. 
Thus the p,,‘s are distinct for distinct n’s, so (3) gives the desired result. 
The following sort of estimate is well known. 
LEMMA 5. There is an absolute constant c > 0 so that 
I@,(a, b)( 2 ecv”‘) 
for all integers a > b > 1 and n 2 1. 
Proof (Sketch). Factor @,,(S, T) = n (S-CT), where the product is 
over all primitive nth-roots of unity. Then la- b[l 3 1 for all [; and 
la-bil a& f or approximately half of the cs. (The worst case is a = 2, 
b = 1, and n odd. See [8], proof of Lemma 5.4(c) for more details.) 
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LEMMA 6. Fix 6 > 0. Then 
Iin< Y:cp(n)36n]I 3 S-6 Y+O(log Y). 
c > 
(The big-0 constant is absolute.) 
Pro?/: In [ 1, p. 701 we find the estimate 
1 cp(n)/n = (6/r?) Y + O(log Y). (4) 
,,s ,’ 
We break the sum up into two pieces: 
c cp(n)lnd c 1 =I{“< Y:cp(n)36nJI; (5) 
,I< k ,z< Y 
q?,tl,>iilr s/T, I ) 2 <API 
c cp(n)/n6 c 6d6Y. (6) 
t,c )’ ,I< Y 
qJ,nj < 6,) <(?,?I) < <bl 
Combining (4), (5) and (6) gives the desired result. 
The final estimate needed to prove Theorem 1 is an upper bound for k’,. 
For this we need the abc-conjecture. 
LEMMA 7. Assume that the ahc-conjecture is true. Then 
V, < a”“. 
1. t_ 
Proof From the definitions, it is clear that V,, j v,,; so it s&ices to prove 
a similar estimate for v,. We apply the abc-conjecture to 
a” - h” - u,, v, = 0, 
obtaining 
a” = max { a”, b”, u, u,, )- 
i > 
I + I 
$ rIP from the abc-conjecture, 
PI dwlril 
since p Iv, implies p” 1 vn, 
< (a’:/&)’ +’ since 21, < an/v,. 
Rearranging gives o,, @c,z a2nc”1 +‘I; and replacing E by &I(2 -E) gives the 
desired result. 
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Proof (of Theorem 1). Let c> 0 be the absolute constant from 
Lemma 5, and let c,, c2, . . . be constants which may depend on CI and E, but 
not on n. From Lemma 4, we want to find n’s for which U,, is large. We use 
Lemmas 5 and 7 to estimate 
Hence if 
q(n) - En log(u) - Cl > log(n), (7) 
then ) U,,I > abn. Applying Lemma 4, we find 
~W,(X)~>I(n<log,(X):nsatisfies(7)}~. (8) 
Now fix some 6 >O, and let E= &/2 log(u). Suppose that n satisfies 
q(n) 3 6n. Then 
q(n) -En log(u) - c2 - log(n) 3 (CC? -E log a)n - c2 - log(n) 
>/t&n-cl-log(n); 
and this last expression will be positive provided n > n,(6, c7) = n,(h, a). In 
other words, if n 2 n,(6, c() and q(n) >, 6n, then n satisfies (7). Using (8) and 
Lemma 6. we obtain 
I W,(X)1 3 I {no 6 n < log,(X) : q(n) 3 6n > I 
3 
( > 
-$ - 6 log,(X) + O(log log, X) - no( 6, a). 
Since we are free to choose any 6 > 0, this completes the proof that 
2. ELLIPTIC CURVES 
In this section we will prove Theorem 2. We set the following notation. 
E/Q an elliptic curve. 
A, the minimal discriminant of E/Q. 
P a point of infinite order in E(Q). 
NP = lW/~~)l. 
mP smallest integer m B 1 such that mP = O(mod p). 
W,(X) ={pbX:pJA.andN,P$ O(modp*)}. 
Ml;30/2-9 
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We fix a minimal Weierstrass equation for E/Q, 
and for each integer n 2 1, we write 
np= (I,,, .v,,) = (cl,&,?,, h,,ld;?). 
Let 
h(nP) = $ log maxi la,,l, Id51 1; 
and let h denote the corresponding canonical height function. From 
standard properties of height functions [7, VIII.9.33, 
h(nP) + O,( 1) = Ii = n%(P) and Li(P)>O. (9) 
This shows that if n is large, then at least one of la,,1 and Id,, is large. A 
strong version of Siegel’s theorem on integral points will imply that in fact 
they must both be large. 
LEMMA 8. For an?’ E > 0, 
(l-E)n2~(P)+0,,.(l)dlogId,,~6n’~(P)+0,(1). 
Proof. The upper bound is immediate from (9), since 
n%(P) = l;(nP) > h(nP) + O,( 1 ) > log Id,,I + O,( 1). 
For the lower bound we use a strong form of Siegel’s theorems [7, 1X.3.31, 
which says that 
(N.B. The 4 constants are independent of n.) Substituting this into (9) 
yields the other inequality, 
(1 +~)logldnI ~h(nP)+O,,.(1)3n?~(~)+O,.(1). 
Next we observe that 
m,InonP=O (mod p)epId,. (10) 
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Hence if we define D,, to be the largest divisor of d,, which is relatively 
prime to d, d, d,, ~~ , , then 
m,,=noplD,,. (11) 
We now show that D,, + rx as II + rj 
LEMMA 9. There is u constant n,,(E) so that for any E >O and any 
tz 3 n,( EL 
logID,,l3({-E)n’&P)-log(n)SO, 
(Actual/~-, we can take no(E) = max{ 10, 2 ord, A,).) 
Proof. Assume first that p 3 2. Let 
.$,= jQ~E(Q,):Q=O(rnodp)] 
be the formal group of E, Then there is an isomorphism (of groups) 
such that if Q = (x, J) E S$, then 
ord,t(Q)= -$ord,.u. (12) 
(See [7, IV.6.4(b), VII.2.21.) Hence if pld,,, we can use (10) and (12) to 
compute 
ord, d,, = ord, [(nP) = ord, s <(tn, P) 
P 
= ord,(n/m,) + ord,(d,,,J d ord,(n I+ ord,,(d,,J. ( 13 ) 
We multiply ( 13) by log(p) and sum over p / d,,. Ignoring the contribution 
from p = 2 (if any), this yields 
1% 4, G log(n) + c ord,,(d,+) log(p) 
P I J” 
= log(n) + c ord,(&) log(p) + C ord,( D,) log(p) from (11) 
P I J” PID” rn<R 
4 log(n) + c log(d,) + log(D,). 
mln ,?I < n 
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If we now use Lemma 8 to estimate d,, and the d,‘s, we obtain 
los(D,,) 3 Wd,,) - c log(d, I- log(n) 
I?, 1 II 
m < II 
3(1 -c)nvi(P)- 2 m’~(P)-log(n)+0,.(1) 
m I II 
,,1 < ,I 
=n’h(P) I-E- 2 -L 
( kl,l k2 > 
-log(n)+0,,Jl) 
k> 1, 
3n2&P)(2 -F- l(2)) -log(n) + O,,.(l). (14) 
Since 2 -i(2) z 0.355, this is stronger than the desired result. 
Finally, we must deal with p= 2. In this case there is an isomorphism 
satisfying (12) of the form 
<:9y+4n2, where .~~==(e~E(Q;e~):Qfo(mod4)). 
(Op. cit.) Let m4 be the exact order of P modulo 4. Then the argument 
given above carries through if 41d, and 11z4 <n. On the other hand, if 
4 1 d,,, then 4 :, D,,, so (14) will be true for p = 2 if we decrease the O(1) 
constant by log(2). Finally, what if nzq = n. Then we can use the estimate 
n=m,6 IE(QJ/~~l d 
10 if E mod 2 is smooth; 
2 ord,(d E) if E mod 2 is singular. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 9. 
We can use Lemma 9 to give a brief solution to Exercise 9.4 of [7]. 
PROPOSITION 10. The set {ml, : p prime } contains all but finitely many 
natural numbers. 
Proof: From (1 1 ), a natural number n will be in the set if and only if 
there is some prime dividing D,,. But Lemma 9 shows that D, > 1 for all 
suffkiently large n, which gives the desired result. 
Notice that Proposition 10 is false if we use N, in place of m,,. In fact, 
since IN,,--p- 11 <&, one easily sees that 1 (N, d X} j is asymptotic to 
lr( X) - X/log(X). 
We next factor d, and D, into their “powerful” and “powerless” parts, 
and use this factorization to characterize which primes satisfy Wieferich’s 
criterion. 
4, = u, v, with v, = ti(d,,); 
D,, = u,, V,, with V, = K( 0,). 
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LEMMA 11. !fp[d,A,andplU,,, then 
mp=n and NpP f 0 (mod p’). 
Proof: Since p 1 U,I D,, we have mp = n from (11). Further, since U, is 
squarefree and prime to V,, we see that 
ord, d, = ord, D,, = 1. 
Thus m,P f O(mod p’). Suppose now that N,,P z O(mod p’). Using the 
formal group notation from Lemma 9, this means that 
t?l,PEFp, mpP#+, N,PE$~z. 
Since .YP/+ z Z/p& this implies that p divides N,/m,. But N,, < (& + 1)’ 
(cf. [ 7, V. 1.11,) so N, = p and mp = 1 (or else p = mp = 2 and N, = 4). But 
this contradicts the assumption that p J d,. (Note that d, ) d2.) Therefore 
N,P + 0 (mod p’). 
LEMMA 12. There is a constant c(E) > 0 so that for all X3 1, 
I~,(X)I31{~~6 &log W)JW&‘): U, > I4 A,l >I. 
Proof: Let n satisfy U,, > Id, A,]. Since U,, is square-free, we can choose 
a prime pn dividing U, and relatively prime to d, A,. From Lemma 11, 
mp.=n and Npn P f 0 (mod p’). 
Further, if n 6 ,/(log c( E)X)/&P), then using Lemma 8 we find 
log p,, < log U, 6 log d,, 6 n%(P) + O,( 1) < log( c(E) X) + O,( 1). 
Hence if we choose c(E) small enough to compensate for the O,( 1) con- 
stant coming from Lemma 8, then we find that pn < X; and so p,, E W,(X). 
Finally we note that if p, = p,,,. then 
n=m =m P” P” =n’. 
Thus the p,,‘s are distinct, so for each n d (log c( E)X)/& P) such that 
U, > Id, A,] we have found a distinct element of W,(X). This implies the 
desired bound. 
In order the complete the proof of Theorem 2, we need to know that U, 
is greater than 1 for many n’s. To do this, we use the a&-conjecture and 
restrict to curves with .j-invariant 0 or 1728. 
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LEMMA 13. Suppose that j(E) = 0 or 1128. If’ the ahc-conjecture is true, 
then for all E > 0, 
log V,, < en%(P) + 0,. E( 1). 
Proof: Since V, 1 LI,,, it suffices to prove an analogous inequality for I’,,. 
Completing the square and the cube on the given minimal equation for E, 
we obtain an equation of the form 
E: 
i 
y2 = x3 + B if j(E) = 0; 
y2 = x3 + Ax if j(E) = 1728. 
(15) 
Although (15) may not be a minimal equation, one can check [7, Sect. 1] 
that at worst we have introduced an extra 12’ into the denominator of s. It 
thus suffices to prove the lemma for equations of the form (15), since we 
can always adjust the various 0( 1) constants accordingly. 
Consider first the case j(E) = 0. Then nP = (a,idf, b,,/di) satisfies 
bz-ai- Bdz=O. 
Applying the abc-conjecture to (16), we find that 
mm{ lb% la:l, IBdZl} -e 
i i,,L. pJ’+c 
< (Ia,b,Blu,&)‘+r. 
(16) 
(17) 
Now 
so 
lb51 = Ia;1 + Bd;l < 2 max{lail, IBdfJ 1, 
la,b,,l < $ max(la51, IW 15’f 
Substituting this into (17) and doing some algebra gives 
ld,l’~5C<max{lail, [Bd~l}” m5c”6 : (IBlu,~)‘+‘=(IBld~/~)‘+~. 
Replacing E by E/( 12 - E) and rearranging yields D, 4c,E df,; and then using 
(9) gives the desired result, 
log v, G log on6 E log( d, ) + 0,. E( 1) < En'& P) + o,, E( I), 
Similarly, if j(E) = 1728, we apply the abc-conjecture to 
hi - a), - Aa,di = 0. 
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After some manipulation (as above), we obtain 
Now solving for D, given the required estimate. 
Proof (of Theorem 2). Combining Lemmas 9 and 13, we obtain the 
lower bound 
log U, = log D,, - log I’,, > (f - 2~) n%(P) -log(n) + O,:,.( 1 ), 
valid for all E > 0 and all n > n,(E). Fix some small E. (E.g., E = f. ) Since 
h(P)>O, there is a constant n,(E, P) so that U,> Id2 A,/ for all 
n 3 n,(E, P). From Lemma 12 we conclude that 
I W,(X)l 2 Jmg 4oJ-Y~(P) - n,(-K P). 
Hence I W,(X)1 grows at least like a multiple of Jlog X as X+ 0~. 
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